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Robyn A. Berkley, Ph.D. is a Professor of Business in the Management and Marketing Department at Southern Illinois University Edwardsville. She conducts research in the areas of diversity and discrimination including LGBT rights, and sexual harassment. She is published in Human Resource Management, Human Resource Management Review, Employee Responsibilities and Rights Journal, and Journal of Business Ethics. She teaches Human Resource Management, Decision Making, and Ethics. She has recently published a textbook titled Strategic Training and Development (Sage, 2019, with David M. Kaplan).

Nasima M.H. Carrim is an Associate Professor at the Department of Human Resource Management at the University of Pretoria. Her research focuses on gender in management, culture, religion and minorities in the workplace from an intersectionality and identity perspective. She has authored many articles in international as well as South African journals related to the challenges that minorities face in the workplace, workplace gossip and on women and male leaders. She has also authored chapters in international books related to diversity management challenges. She serves on the editorial board for the South African Journal of Industrial Psychology (SAJIP).

Sonam Chawla is Assistant Professor in OB and HR at Jindal Global University (JGU), India. Her research focuses on gender diversity, career advancement of women and women on corporate boards. She has written journal articles and book chapters on women’s career advancement, well-being and women’s leadership.

Gwendolyn Combs (Ph.D., University of Nebraska-Lincoln) is an Associate Professor in Management at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln. Her expertise lies in the areas of organizational diversity and inclusion, human resource management, and cross-cultural issues. Her research has been published across many OB and HR related journals, including JOB and JOM. For her work, Dr. Combs has received the AOM Gender & Diversity in Organizations Division Service Award, as well as recognition from the Outstanding African American Women in Nebraska Who’s Who in America.

Philip Crehan is a consultant and researcher, promoting the empowerment of excluded groups with a focus on measuring the socioeconomic impact of homophobia/transphobia. He has collaborated with the World Bank, the Inter-American Development Bank, UNDP, and the OAS, and has received awards from the World Bank’s President, V.P., and Senior Directors. He has written for the WEF, the Journal of Research in Gender Studies, Atlantic Council, and Slate. He holds a Master’s degree from American University’s School of International Service.

Felicity Daly DrPH is a Research Fellow at the Institute for Social Sciences in the 21st Century at University College Cork, Ireland, focused on advancing theoretical and practical understandings of a feminist ethics of care in the context the COVID-19 pandemic and beyond. She is also a Visiting Research Fellow at the Institute of Commonwealth Studies, School of Advanced Study, University of London where she has focused on inclusion of those
marginalized based on sexual orientation and gender in economic and social development. Felicity is also a member of the Open for Business Research Advisory Board.

Luke Fletcher is an Associate Professor in the School of Management at the University of Bath, UK. His work has traditionally focused on employee engagement and related psychological states at work. More recently, he has started to apply this psychological understanding to examining the inclusion of LGBT workers. Luke has written and presented work for both academic and practitioner audiences, and currently serves as an Associate Editor for the *International Journal of Human Resource Management* and as an editorial board member for *Journal of Occupational and Organizational Psychology*. He regularly communicates with UK professional bodies and membership associations on LGBT research and practice.

Erica French is Associate Professor Management at QUT Business School. She is a founding member of the Equal Employment Opportunity Network Australia, a non-profit organization for equal opportunity practitioners. She has written numerous journal articles and book chapters on equal opportunity; equity and diversity management; and women in project management and is the author and editor of *Managing Diversity in Australia, Theory and Practice* (McGraw-Hill, 2009). She is currently an Associate Editor with the *Equality Diversity and Inclusion International Journal*.

Fabian Jintae Froese is Chair Professor of Human Resource Management and Asian Business at the University of Goettingen, Germany. In addition, he is Editor-in-Chief of *Asian Business & Management*, and Associate Editor of *International Journal of Human Resource Management* as well as *Cross-Cultural and Strategic Management*. His research interests lie in expatriation, diversity, and talent management.

Heather Griffiths is a Postdoctoral Research Assistant at the Centre for Diversity Policy Research and Practice at Oxford Brookes University. Heather completed her ESRC-funded Sociology doctorate in 2019, from the University of Warwick. Her Ph.D. research explored how gender is embedded in flexible working practices, paying particular attention to the ways time and work are negotiated between employees, and employees and their families. Heather’s research interests are broadly around gender and work, work–life balance and feminist organizational theory.

Dimitria Groutsis is Associate Professor in Work and Organisational Studies at the University of Sydney Business School. She is a leading scholar in the field of migration, labour mobility and cultural diversity in the business context. Her innovative, evidence-based, policy-driven research has appeared in highly regarded outlets and she has also received numerous competitive research grants, with total funding in excess of AUD $2 million. Most recently, Dimitria was awarded the University of Sydney SOAR fellowship (2019–2020).

Isis Gutiérrez-Martínez is Professor in the Department of Business Administration at Universidad de las Américas Puebla in Mexico. She is a member of the Mexican National Research System. Her research interests focus on human resource management, diversity management and information technology management. Her research has been published in various leading journals and editorial books. Her work has been funded by several grants including CONACYT-Mexico and AECID-Spain.
Yu (Jade) Han is an Assistant Professor in the Faculty of Business Administration at the University of Regina, Saskatchewan, Canada. Her research interests include leader–follower relationships, employee subjective well-being, and expatriate adjustment. Her work has appeared in peer-reviewed journals such as Personnel Review.

Rana Haq is Assistant Professor in the Department of Marketing and Management in the Faculty of Management at Laurentian University in Sudbury, Ontario, Canada. She has developed and delivered undergraduate and graduate courses in organization behavior and human resource management (OB/HRM) both online and on campus. Her research is primarily in the area of employment equity and managing diversity in the workplace, focusing particularly on Canada and India. Her peer-reviewed work has been published as papers and chapters in several international journals and books.

Joe Hoang is a Ph.D. student in the psychology department at the University of Toronto and a recipient of the Canadian Graduate Scholarship. He graduated with his Bachelor of Science (Honours) degree at the University of Toronto, with a double major in psychology and sociology. His research focuses on how social class and political ideology influence implicit beliefs and how our everyday use of language can reflect gender and race biases.

Agnès Hubert is an experienced policy-maker and a recognized author on EU gender equality policy and social innovation in the EU. She is currently the President of the European Feminist think tank: Gender5+, Associate Researcher with Science Po Paris, Visiting Professor at the College of Europe in Bruges. An economist by training, she was a journalist before joining the European Commission where she held senior functions dealing with gender equality and social innovation.

Anne Laure Humbert, Ph.D., is a Reader in Gender and Diversity and Director of the Centre for Diversity Policy Research and Practice at Oxford Brookes University. Anne is very experienced in gender equality research at national and EU level, policy analysis and assessment as well as gender statistics. She specializes in applying advanced quantitative methods to comparative social and economic analysis, particularly in relation to work and organizations. Anne is a regular public speaker on gender equality and has developed several international composite indicators.

David M. Kaplan, Ph.D., is Department Chair and a Professor of Management at Saint Louis University. He conducts research in diversity and how it intersects with individual and organizational careers and politics. His scholarship has been published in numerous respected journals including Career Development International, Employee Responsibilities and Rights Journal, Human Resource Management, Human Resource Management Review, and the Journal of Management Education. He has also recently published a textbook titled Strategic Training and Development (Sage, 2019, with Robyn A. Berkley).

Charlotte M. Karam is Associate Professor in the Management, Marketing and Entrepreneurship track at the Olayan School of Business, American University of Beirut (AUB), Lebanon.

Nora J. Keller, Ph.D., is a postdoc research fellow and senior project manager at the Competence Centre for Diversity & Inclusion (CCDI), which is part of the Research Institute for International Management at the University of St. Gallen (FIM-HSG). At CCDI, she
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Nora Keller received a Ph.D. in Political Science from Columbia University. In her dissertation, she used insights from business scholarship to understand organizational development and strategic innovation in non-state organizations during civil wars.

Emma Kerr is a labour relations professional and advocate for gender equity in the workplace. She is a recent graduate of the Master of Industrial Relations program at Queen’s University, and previously completed an Honours Bachelor of Arts in Critical Development Studies at the University of Toronto Scarborough. She was a Queen Elizabeth II Diamond Jubilee Scholar and taught communication and soft skills at the University of Vocational Technology in Sri Lanka. She is interested in improving women’s representation in traditionally male-dominated professional spaces.

Alain Klarsfeld is Professor at TBS (Toulouse Business School). He is the co-founder of the diversity-equality-discrimination special interest group and of the competence special interest group within AGRH, the French-speaking academic society on Human Resource Management. He wrote numerous journal articles and book chapters on diversity management, corporate social responsibility, international human resource management, talent management, the management of competence, and compensation.

Thomas Köllen is Senior Lecturer at the IOP at Universität Bern, and conference chair of the 2021 EDI Conference. His research interests include business ethics; issues of gender, gender identity and sexual orientation in management and organizations; and national identities and nationalism in the workplace. Thomas is also a Divisional Officer (moving on to Division Chair in 2024) of the Gender, Race, and Diversity in Organizations (GRDO) SIG at EURAM. He is an Associate Editor of Equality, Diversity and Inclusion.

Angela Kornau is a Postdoctoral Researcher at the Chair of Human Resource Management at Helmut Schmidt University Hamburg. Her research is concerned with context-sensitive, multi-actor perspectives on equality, diversity and inclusion in different organizational and national contexts with a special emphasis on gender and migration. Her work has been published in academic journals such as Human Resource Management, Journal of Vocational Behavior, and Equality, Diversity and Inclusion. She has gained research and work experience in China, Turkey and Mexico.

Savita Kumra is an Associate Professor at the American University of Sharjah. Savita’s research interests are women’s leadership, the gendered nature of career development and the importance of developing and deploying career enhancement strategies. Savita has jointly published two books on gender and diversity in organizations and published articles in Academy of Management Perspectives, British Journal of Management, Journal of Business Ethics, and Gender, Work and Organizations. She has contributed to over 10 volumes on women’s leadership and career management.

Andrew Lam is a Master’s student in the Department of Sociology and Social Anthropology at Dalhousie University. His research focuses on the impact political satire on social media networks affects young people’s civic engagement. His research interests extend towards areas of migration, diversity management and inclusion. He is the Program Coordinator for the Family Wellness and Community Enhancement Program at Catholic Social Services.
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Immigration and Settlement Service which helps integrate immigrant and refugee families into Canadian life.

**Angeline Cuifang Lim** is a Lecturer in the Chua Thian Poh Community Leadership Centre at the National University of Singapore, where she teaches Diversity and Inclusion, Community Leadership, and Research Methods. Her research focuses on diversity and inclusion, human capital management and development, and interpersonal relationships and affect. Her work has been funded by TAFEP, Agency for Integrated Care ILTC Research Grant, and Humanities and Social Sciences Research Fund, and has been published for both academic and practitioner audiences.

**Iain Macpherson** is an Associate Professor and the Professional Communication Major Head in the Department of Communication Studies at MacEwan University in Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. His teaching and research interests cover intercultural communication, organizational communication, and the intersection of these fields, often with a Japan area-studies focus. He has published on cross-cultural work training, Japanese business discourses of globalization, Western news coverage of Japanese entrepreneurialism, international student recruitment, environmental communication, and the use of cuteness as strategic communication.

**Yasmin Marshall** joined the Centre for Diversity Policy Research and Practice at Oxford Brookes University after completing her Master’s in International Relations, which examined the gender discrimination that women political leaders face when running for office. Her role as Research Assistant developed her interests in intersectionality, gender discrimination and equality in the workplace whilst also drawing upon her marketing expertise. As a consolidation of these interests and experiences, Yasmin is currently working as an analyst for the civil service.

**Lee Martin**, Ph.D., is a Senior Lecturer in Management at Deakin University, Australia. Her main research interest is in cultural diversity in the workplace, with a focus on multicultural employees, leaders, and teams. Lee’s research has been published in journals such as the *Journal of International Business Studies*. In 2019, she created the highly successful massive online open course (MOOC), *Leading Culturally Diverse Teams in the Workplace*, which has had close to 20,000 enrolled learners worldwide to date.

**Elham Metwally** (DBA, Maastricht) is an Adjunct Assistant Professor at the American University in Cairo. She co-chaired the AFAM 2016 Conference and serves on the Editorial Board of the *Africa Journal of Management*. She has several publications, book chapters, a book review and journal articles. Her research and teaching interests include strategic management, organizational behavior, human resources management, and organizational leadership. She was the Director of Scholarships at the American University in Cairo.

**Areeba Mumtaz** is Research Associate at Suleman Dawood School of Business (Lahore University of Management Sciences). She obtained her Bachelor’s degree in Applied Management Sciences from Government College University, Lahore. Her research interest focuses on human resource management, leadership development and diversity management.

**Eddy S. Ng** is the Smith Professor of Equity and Inclusion in Business, at Queen’s University. Previously, he was the James & Elizabeth Freeman Professor in Management at Bucknell University, and the F.C. Manning Chair in Economics and Business at Dalhousie University.
His research focuses on managing diversity for organizational competitiveness, the changing nature of work and organizations, and managing across generations. His work has been funded by the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada grants. He is the Editor-in-Chief of *Equality, Diversity and Inclusion* and an Associate Editor of *Personnel Review*.

**Kelvin Tze Lin Pang** is an Associate Professor and Master of Tembusu College at the National University of Singapore. He is passionate about education and that is what drives him in all his endeavors. Besides investing his time in the personal growth and development of students, he also teaches modules on negotiation, dispute resolution and social innovation as he strongly values harmony over conflict and believes that negotiation and conflict management skills will help one overcome many life challenges.

**Shaun Pichler** is a Professor of Management and the Director of the graduate program in Human Resources at the Mihaylo College of Business & Economics at California State University, Fullerton where he teaches courses in human resource management and organizational behavior. Shaun has published extensively in journals such as *Human Resource Management*, *Journal of Occupational and Organizational Psychology*, *Journal of Vocational Behavior*, and *Personnel Psychology*, among others. He serves on the editorial boards of *Equality, Diversity, and Inclusion*, *Human Resource Management*, *Group and Organization Management*, *Journal of Business and Psychology*, *Journal of Vocational Behavior*, among others, and is an Associate Editor of the *Journal of Occupational and Organizational Psychology*. His research has been cited more than 3000 times to date (Google Scholar) and has been covered by a variety of media, policy reports, amicus briefs to the U.S. Supreme Court, and the U.S. Congress. Shaun has consulted extensively to organizations in a variety of industries on topics such as performance management and coaching, diversity management, and human resources, among others.

**Simone Pulcher** is a Postdoctoral Researcher at the Department of Sociology and Social Research at Università degli Studi di Milano Bicocca, and a Lecturer in Human Resources Management at the Università degli Studi di Milano. His research focuses on business ethics, HRM and diversity in organizations, with a special focus on sexual orientation and nationality.

**Phanikiran Radhakrishnan** is an Associate Professor, Teaching Stream in the Department of Management at the University of Toronto. A graduate of the University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign, her research is on the structural barriers that women and under-represented minorities face in the workplace, and on cross-cultural differences on stress and well-being. She has published 25 articles and made 80 conference presentations. She teaches courses in human resources, compensation, labor relations, negotiation, training, leadership, team building, communication, and selection.

**Samina M. Saifuddin** is an Assistant Professor of Management in the Department of Business Administration, Earl G. Graves School of Business and Management. Her research integrates insights from areas of gender and diversity, careers, networking behavior, leadership and entrepreneurship. Her work has been published in several journals including *Equality, Diversity, and Inclusion: An International Journal*, *Organization Management Journal*, *Gender in Management: An International Journal*, and *International Journal of Gender, Science and Technology*.
Gudrun Sander, Ph.D., is Adjunct Professor of Business Administration with a special emphasis on diversity management at the University of St. Gallen. She is Co-Director of the Research Institute for International Management and Director of the Competence Centre for Diversity and Inclusion (www.ccdi-unisg.ch). The focus of her research is on diversity issues around strategic management, inclusive leadership and change management in organizations. Gudrun Sander is also a member of the Principles for Responsible Management Education (PRME) Working Group on Gender Equality.

Caren Brenda Scheepers is an Associate Professor at the Gordon Institute of Business Science, University of Pretoria, South Africa. She teaches strategic leadership, diversity and inclusion, organizational behavior, and contextual leadership intelligence. She has published more than 40 teaching cases. She received the international award for the most “Outstanding Contribution” to the case method in 2020 from The Case Centre. She has published several articles in international journals, and she has authored and edited five books in leadership coaching, change leadership and women leadership in emerging markets.

Radha R. Sharma is Professor and Dean, Research and Industry-Academia Linkages at New Delhi Institute of Management, India. Prior to this she was Hero MotoCorp Chair Professor of OB and Chair, Center of Positive Scholarship for Organisational Sustainability at Management Development Institute, Gurgaon, India where she served as Dean, Research as well. She served as ICCR Chair at HHL Graduate School of Management, Germany. Her research focuses on gender equity, gender diversity and well-being, emotional intelligence, executive burnout, workplace dignity, spirituality, sustainability, leadership, scale development and cross-cultural research. She has published 16 books and special issues of journals on gender diversity, managerial competencies, women and entrepreneurship, sustainability and emotional intelligence. She is Associate Editor, *Frontiers in Psychology* and has been Editor, *Vision: The Journal of Business Perspective*.

Christina L. Stamper (Ph.D., Michigan State University) is the HR Program Director and a Professor of Management at Western Michigan University. Her research focuses on the employee–employer relationship, particularly inclusion, as it relates to discretionary work outcomes. Her work has appeared in many journals, including *EDI, PsyCh, JOB* and *JOM*. She currently serves on the *JOB* editorial board and was Associate Editor for *Equality, Diversity and Inclusion: An International Journal* for several years. She also chaired the AOM Diversity and Inclusion Theme Committee.

Jawad Syed, Ph.D., Academic FCIPD, is Professor of Organisational Behaviour and Leadership at the Suleman Dawood School of Business (AACSB accredited), Lahore University of Management Sciences. His main research interests include human resource management, diversity management, organizational knowledge, leadership, and business ethics.

Mami Taniguchi is a Professor of International Business at the Graduate School of Commerce, Waseda University. She does research on diversity and inclusion, leadership of the diverse workforce, and organizational development. A leading diversity expert in Japan, she has served on several Japanese governmental committees on diversity and is a member of the board of directors of a major Japanese corporation. Mami is also the author of the book *Diversity Management* (2005), the first on this topic in Japan, and a founding member of the 5C research team (Cross-Cultural Collaboration on Contemporary Careers).
Laura E.M. Traavik is an Associate Professor at Kristiania University College, Oslo Norway, in the Department of Leadership and Organization. She has developed and taught courses in workplace diversity for 17 years. Her research investigates both diversity in organizations, inclusion, and negotiations. Laura’s current projects focus on inclusion and belonging of women and minorities in specific organizational contexts, career development for senior workers, and the role of humor in the workplace.

Hans van Dijk is an Assistant Professor at Tilburg University, the Netherlands, in the Department of Organization Studies. His research focuses on diversity and inclusion, refugee integration, and meta-science. Based on his research, he has recently developed an Inclusive Behavior Training programme that helps leaders and employees to “do” inclusion.

Jannine Williams is Senior Lecturer in HRM at QUT. Her research interests encompass processes of organizing work; categories of social relations and constructions of difference, particularly disability and gender. She has co-edited two books, co-authored several book chapters and has published in the British Journal of Management, International Journal of Management Reviews, Studies in Higher Education, Gender, Work and Organization, International Journal of Entrepreneurial Behavior and Research, and Disability and Society.